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PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO-IV-83-03

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE
safety or public interest significance. The information is as initially
received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is
known by NRC staff on this date.

FACILITY: Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 Licensee Emergency Classification:
Russellville, Arkansas Notification of Unusual Event
Docket: 50-368 Alert

Site Area Emergency
General Emergency

X Not Applicable

SUBJECT: APPARENT EXOTHERMIC REACTION IN SPENT RESIN *

On January 15, 1983, spent, mixed bed resin, which was being dewatered in
preparation for a dry shipment, underwent an apparent exothermic reaction.

The licensee had recognized that his Unit 2 waste resin tank was losing
capacity. Believing that this was the result of resin caked in the tank, the
licensee sluiced the waste resin tank. The resulting resin discharged was
loaded in a high integrity shipping liner. The licensee dewatered the resin
for approximately six days. The dewatering was completed at approximately
midnight on January 14, 1983. On January 15, 1983, on coming day shift waste
process workers noted that the tarpaulin covering the liner was apparently
" smoking" or " steaming." Licensee personnel noted a strong, pungent odor
emanating from the open liner. Precautions for styrene gas generation were

,

taken. Airborne radioactivity samples were taken; no airborne activity was
found. Subsequent investigation of the resin revealed that a crust had formed
on top of it. Upon breaking through the crust, a temperature measurement of
360 F was obtained from the resin center. Measurements of pH at 3.5 and 4.0
were also obtained. On advice of Chem Nuclear and Dow Chemical representatives,
the licensee added 150 gallons of demineralized water to the resin. The water
added to the resin was then recirculated from the dewatering connection. The
water temperature increased from 50 F to 80*F. The pH was then measured at
7.0. The volume of resin is approximately 103 cubic feet.

The licensee has taken resin samples for analysis in order to determine what
impurities are present. It was noted that a second liner of similar spent
resin, which was in the second day of dewatering, had not undergone an
exothermic reaction. The licensee has rewatered the resin as a precautionery
measure.

The licensee has indicated that he believes that much of this spent resin
maybe very old. The radiation reading taken above the open liner was 400 mrem /hr.,
which is about an order of magnitude less than other recent resin shipments.
The licensee also noted that the liner did not appear to have been involved in
the chemical reaction.

Region IV was notified of this event on January 17, 1983, by the Senior
Resident Inspector, who had been told of the event by the licensee. I
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There has been no media interest, and neither Region IV nor the licensee plans
to issue a press release. This information is current as of 2:00 p.m. (CST) on
January 18, 1983.

CONTACT: W. D. Johnson, 728-8155; L. J. Callan (501)968-3290
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